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Article 6.21 ​is a short documentary film that aims to examine the state of censorship               
around queerness in Russia today and its effects on personal lives in the queer community.  
Twenty years after Russia decriminalized homosexuality, on June 30th in 2013, President            
Vladimir Putin signed Article 6.21 "for the Purpose of Protecting Children from Information             
Advocating for a Denial of Traditional Family Values", also known as the "​Gay Propaganda              
Law​" . Its broad and ambiguous wording allows the government significant leeway in deciding             1
what kind of public queerness is punishable.  
In 2020 Russia passed multiple constitutional amendments that affect many areas of            
Russia’s social and political landscape. The Family Code Amendment has lawfully defined            
“family” as a union between a man and a woman. It stigmatizes gay people and leads to an                  
increase of and justification for homophobic violence.  
In the wake of recent violence and censorship, ​Article 6.21 brings together four subjects              
from the targeted community that won't be silenced. The story unfolds through a series of virtual                
interviews that explore how the so called "Gay Propaganda Law" affects everyday life of queer               
people in Russia. What is the border between public and private? When visible queerness may               
be criminalized, is private transgression allowed? What tactics do Russian queers implement to             
resist censorship and maintain visibility? The subjects of the documentary address these            
questions as they reflect on their pasts and current struggles.  
 
2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  




My initial idea was to travel to Moscow, where I was born, to conduct a series of                 
interviews with the Russian queer comunity. COVID-19 disrupted my plans and left me             
uncertain about the future of my project. I questioned, how to create a compelling portrait of my                 
subjects when traveling and filming in person is not an option? 
In April 2020, I attended The Art of the Remote Interview Webinar which helped me to adapt to                  2
the constraints of a locked-down world under the pandemic. I learned how to conduct remote               
interviews over Zoom. The limitations became artistic challenges. I spent my quarantine            
exploring and documenting social media accounts of my subjects. Video self-portraits, bits and             
pieces of Instagram stories, Facebook and Tik-Tok entries - this digital footprint became my              
material to create compelling portraits of four subjects.  
I decided to explore the themes of censorship through interviews because telling stories             
to each other is an instrument for queer people to preserve invisible histories . Aesthetically it               3
was challenging for me to accept the limitations of the Zoom camera. I had to ask my subjects to                   
become both interviewees and camera operators, use their windows as a light source, mobile              
phones as sound recorders and finally share their story.  
At first, I was hesitant to approach my ​subjects whom I have never met in real life​. We                  
were Instagram acquaintances, and I wasn’t sure how to gain their trust and consent to be a part                  
of my film. I decided to conduct a series of pre-interviews where I would pitch my idea and hear                   
from my subjects their point of view. My first research strategy was to listen.  
2 The Art of The Remote Interview, ​7 Apr.​ 2020, ​YouTube,​ uploaded by ​PBS NewsHour Student 
Reporting Labs​. 
3 Kazantseva, Sasha. ​Queer Art and Censorship in Russia Discussion​, ​University of Pennsylvania 
Department of Russian and East European Studies. ​October 21, 2020  
2 
 
As Mark says in the interview that didn’t make it to the final cut of the movie: “It’s not                   
common to talk about this [Gay Propoganda] law in Russian queer community. It’s a part of our                 
social reality, just like we don’t talk about the fact that the sky is blue. I’m not even sure how this                     
law is being implemented...”. It quickly became clear to me how dangerous the indifference is               
and how important it is to have a conversation around oppressive legislation that Putin’s regime               
is implementing.  
Russia and the U.S.S.R. went through seven constitutions in the 20th century, with             
changes to the basic law made under Soviet leaders. ​In Soviet Russia, what was spoken and what                 
lived were not necessarily the same thing. (Essig p.9). ​Russians developed a strong indifference              
towards ​law making processes. M​ainly because there is an obvious gap between what the law               
says and how society functions. The Russian constitution has 206 amendments, and the real              
purpose of these amendments remains unclear for the layperson. The wording is vague and can               
be twisted by the judicial system to always favour the government. On one side there is a deeply                  
corrupt government that cares little about social-economic improvements and on another side            
there are people who feel powerless to change the state of political affairs.  
Social change doesn't happen without risks. The younger generation is choosing to be             
more op​en and vocal, and after a 30-minute pitch over Zoom four subjects expressed interest in                
my project and agreed to be a part of it.  
My first ​interviewee was Slava - a non-binary lesbian in their early 20s who just moved                
out of their mothers house in the suburbs of Moscow and lives in Saint-Petersburg. After the                
interview, Slava introduced me to their friend and colleague Katerina - a bisexual femme and               
3 
body positive activist from Sochi (​Krasnodar region). Slava and Katerina both work on the              
VIDIMOST (VISIBILITY) project - an entertainment and educational media initiative about           4
Russian queer people and culture. With their help I found my third subject; Mark is a transgender                 
person​ from Kaliningrad who is involved in Trans Activism and Psychoactivism.  
I was overwhelmed in the best possible way by the conversations I had with Slava,               
Katerina and Mark. All three of them are in their early twenties, fearless, out-and-proud queers.               
They grew up with the Internet and developed a sense of community that spreads beyond one                
country's borders. After spending five years in New York I was afraid to fall out of touch with                  
Russian reality. ​I believe that there is no universal true path of sexual otherness, and I dreaded                 
replicating in my project a western sense of self and identity. In other words, I did not want to                   
superimpose my views onto my subjects.  
It felt good to reconnect with the Russian community and find that my ideas are still                
relevant and supported by a younger generation. Putin can deploy thousands of police squads to               
suppress any protest or demonstration, however there is little he can do about millions of young                
people connecting with each other through social media accounts and encrypted messaging apps.  
Yet something was missing from my interviews so far. It was apparent that the 10 year                
difference between my subjects and I drastically affects how we view the current government.              
Putin has been president for most of their lives. I needed a perspective of someone who                
remembers Russia before “Gay Propoganda law” was signed in 2​013. That's how I found Oksana               
a 31 year old lesbian writer from Ust-Ilimsk (Irkutsk region). Oksana had just finished her third                
book spotlighting a lesbian protoganist - a rare milestone in the world of Russian literature.  
4 ​YouTube Channel,​ created by ​Видимость​, Aug. 2018, www.youtube.com/c/ВИДИМОСТЬ/videos. 
4 
It was important for me to create an authentic representation of vulnerable people in the               
community from which I came. Thus, I commit to use nonfiction as a vehicle for both personal                 
expression, and as a tool to strengthen the movement, affirm the experiences and history of               
people in my community, heal from trauma, and inspire joy and political action .  5
One of the aims of my film is to address themes of social activism through personal stories. The                  
most challenging pa​rt of the production process was not to get emotionally attached to my               
subjects' struggles while finding a way to support their activism. Therefore, I made a verbal               
agreement that at the end of the film I would include links to my subjects' projects to give                  
viewers a chance to get involved and support the work they do.  
 
 
3. Thesis Production Process 
 
 
As a cinematographer, I often feel constrained by the limitation of the projects I’m              
working on. ​Approaching my thesis I hoped to challenge myself by exploring new modes of               
production. The real challenge for me was to embrace the limitations of the Zoom              
cinematography and supplement the lack of b-roll with animation. ​The animation that I decided              
to use for this film is a visual representation of some ideas that my subjects expressed during the                  
interviews. Even though I was illustrating someone else’s point of view, I felt unexpected              
creative freedom visualising the world that was shared with me.  
Since traveling and recording in person was not possible, I turned to social media              
accounts as a source of "B-roll" for the film. Each subject has a short intro where I use a quick                    
5 ​Childress, Sonya and Brown, Bullock. "The Documentary Future: A Call for Accountability." ​The 
International Documentary Association (IDA)​, July 2, 2020.  
5 
montage of the childhood photos, screen-shots and screen-grabs from Instagram and TikTok            
profiles, superimposed with transparent layers of color gels.  
 
Stills from ​Article 6.21​. Combination of archival photos and stop motion animation. 
 
 
The same color gel patterns are used during the stop-motion sequences. Originally I             
planned to use paper cutouts; however, after several tests, I realized that I don't have enough                
lights in my home DIY stop-motion studio to properly light paper. Color gels on the other hand                 
immediately gave me radiant colors and were easy to overlap in order to create secondary               
additive colors.  
After filming stop-motion sequences, I eliminated the background color using the           
Chroma-key effect in Adobe After Effects. The overlapping of animated shapes onto video             
footage was facilitated by different blending modes. Thanks to quarantine I had plenty of time to                
experiment with different shapes and colors, cutting them with scissors and later manipulating             
them using Adobe software.  
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Left: set-up for capturing stop motion animation at home.  Right: still from the ​stop motion sequence ​Article 6.21​.  
 
One thing was clear to me: no one will watch 20 minutes of talking heads filmed over                 
Zoom. Even if the topic is important and the characters are charismatic there needs to be the                 
Show, Don't Tell element that would make the piece powerful. Therefore, I was not afraid to use                 
abstract, often surreal images to illustrate the interviews. The subject's voice would carry us              
through the story often intensely and emotionally, whereas visuals accompanied by music would             
be playful and help the viewer to take a mental break.  
A turning point in my production process was receiving a Master's Thesis Support Grant              
from The Dean of the School of Arts & Sciences at Hunter College. As a result of the grant, I                    
was able to have a budget to score my film. I contacted my college friend Anna Erofeeva, a                  
7 
composer from Moscow whose experimental approach to music I admired and always wanted to              
use in a project. Anna wrote an ambient track and created sound effects that accompanied               
animated sequences in ​Article 6.21​. She also gave me a non-exclusive right to a song from her                 
album  that plays in the opening scene of the protest.  6
 
 
4. Research Analysis 
 
 
My piece explores the split between the under- and overworlds, the hidden queerness and              
public normalcy. It is most important to understand the processes of history rather than simply               
recover the stories (Hammer, p. 204). Thus, my research has been focused on decriminalization              
of homosexuality and ​the formation of ​queer​ identity and community in Russia today​.  
As Sasha Kazantseva pointed out during the discussion on Queer Art and Censorship in              7
Russia: two topics are margenalised in Russia, ​Sex & ​Queernes​. Because of this marginalization              
we have an absence of proper language to talk about it. The academic world is not an exception.                  
Kathleen E. Feyh recalls that when she gave a presentation at a 2001 gender and communication                
conference in Moscow on gay and lesbian language usage in Russian, she was initially unaware               
that for many in the audience, it was the first time they had heard the words “gay” and “lesbian”                   
in an academic setting .  8
In ​Queer in Russia Laurie Essig examines the formation of gay identity and community              9
in the former Soviet Union. After a decade of research, Essig makes an observation that laws                 
6 Erofeeva, Anna. ​SADSADSERGIEVPOSAD​, 2020. 
7 ​Queer Art and Censorship in Russia Discussion, ​University of Pennsylvania Department of Russian and 
East European Studies. ​October 21, 2020  
8  ​Kathleen E. Feyh, “LGBTQ Oppression and Activism in Russia: An Interview with Igor Iasine.”  
9 ​Essig​, ​Laurie​. ​Queer in Russia: A Story of Sex, Self, and the Other​. ​Duke University Press Books​, ​1999​.  
8 
prohibiting queer desires were for a long time the ​only site of public querness in Soviet Union.                 
While Muzhelozhstvo (man lying with man) had been a criminal act since 1933, Queer women               
were diagnosed with "sluggishly manifested schizophrenia" and treated as diseased not           
criminals. USSR didn’t give lesbians a name, because they didn’t want women who are attracted               
to women to have an identity separate from the only identity that existed - Comunist Party                
Member (Essig p.28) Women then are produced not as sexual subjects but as bodies on which                
diseased desires can be written and then erased.  
Reading Laurie Essig's work about the history of queer identity in my country reassured              
me about the importance of spotlighting contemporary female and non-binary subjects. One            
needs the present to understand the past (Hammer, p. 204).  
Other written sources include articles and books about the decriminalization of homosexuality in             
Russia to provide political, social, and historical context. For example, in ​“An Interview with              
Igor Iasine” Kathleen E. Feyh notes that ​following the collapse of the USSR, Russian queers               
enjoyed a period of relatively greater freedom from persecution, and a number of LGBT              
organizations, bars, and queer public spaces, media, and events appeared . That was true for the               10
1990s before the Putin era. Katerina and Oksana during our interviews multiple times referred to               
the freedom of the late 90s-early 2000s as the "Queer Russia that we have lost".  
There were a variety of films that inspired me throughout the production process of my               
thesis. One film that should not be left unmentioned was made in 1966 in a brief window of                  
freedom in Comunist Czechoslovakia. ​Daisies ​(dir. Vera Chytilová) is loaded with symbolism,            11
absurdity, surreal and psychedelic visuals. The film centers around two young women, both             
10 ​Kathleen E. Feyh, “LGBTQ Oppression and Activism in Russia: An Interview with Igor Iasine.”  
11 ​Sedmikrásky [Daisies]​, Directed by Věra Chytilová, Filmové studio Barrandov, 1966. 
9 
named Marie. At heart, Marie I and Marie II are rebels who ​suffer from existential angst. They                 
decide that as the world is spoiled, they too will be spoiled.  
Chytilová uses avant-garde film techniques to add a layer of absurdity to the world her               
protagonists dwell in . Collage is used as an organizing framework in ​Daisies​: switching back              12
and forth between black and white, color, and tinted scenes, Chytilová boldly pieces together              
found footage, stop-motion animation and even cuts up the film rolls treating her characters as               
paper dolls. Vera Chytilová's work had an immense influence on me when I first watched it                
many years ago. She used absurd humor to rebel against the rigid structures of Communist               
orthodoxy. In one of the final scenes her protagonists proclaim that if they’re good and               
hard-working enough, everything will be wonderful. A lie that so many of us were raised on.                
Decades have passed since the 1960's Czechoslovak New Wave, however every time I rewatch              
Daisies ​this film strikes and inspires me with it's bold artistic choices.  
Another film that had a big impact on how I approach animation is ​a ​series of interviews                 
featuring linguist, philosopher and activist Noam Chomsky. ​Michel Gondry’s ​2013 ​Documentary           
‘Is the Man Who Is Tall Happy?’ ​is mostly animated, yet sometimes ​Gondry films his subject                
with a 16mm Bolex. When he turns the camera on, we clearly hear it on the soundtrack. During                  
those moments ​Chomsky ​appears in frames within frames surrounded by Gondry’s hand-drawn            
animated artwork​.  
 
12 ​Brennan, Daniel. “The Phi​losophical Farce of Daisies.” East European Film Bulletin.  
10 
 
A scene from the documentary “Is the Man Who Is Tall Happy?,” with Noam Chomsky. ​Dir. Michel Gondry. 
 
This approach felt very liberating and gave me an idea to take my subjects out of the                 
boring Zoom environment and make them a part of the animated world. 
 
 
Still from ​Article 6.21​. Oksana is  talking about ubiquitous heteronormativity in the media.  
11 
 
5. AUDIENCE AND EXHIBITION 
 
 
There will be two phases of distribution. The first phase is submitting Article 6.21 to an                
extensive list of festivals in animation and nonfiction categories in the US.  
In ​2020 ​Welcome to Chechnya directed by David France and released on HBO ​brought world               
attention to ​the anti-gay purges in Chechnya​. France's film is ​an urgent call to action, vital in                 
depicting the violation of human rights under Putin.  
My film offers an insight of intimate conversations with subjects from four diverse regions about               
everyday life tactics to resist censorship and maintain visibility. My hope is that a broader               
audience will have a different perception of queer life which is not controled by fear.  
I will also target LGBTQ+ film festivals in Russia, such as "Side by Side" Lesbian and                
Gay International Film Festival that seeks to explore the issues of homosexuality, bisexuality and              
transgender through art cinema in Russia. The very first Side by Side LGBT Film Festival in                
Saint Petersburg in 2008 was banned by the authorities. In spite of the hostility and resistance,                
the Russian LGBT movement has started to make significant headway over the last 3 to 4 years.                 
Increasing visibility of the LGBT community, greater vocalization and observance of rights for             
LGBT persons . Since 2009, "Side by Side" has taken place every autumn in Saint Petersburg. 13
The second phase of distribution will be to make my film available online free of charge.                
This step is especially important for Russian audiences. Queerness for decades has been cast as a                
Western degeneracy. Russian Internet is full of disinformation that stigmatizes gay people, fuels             
13 Side by Side Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) International Film Festival. 
http://www.bok-o-bok.ru/ 
12 
homophobic violence and supports state oppression. I want my projects to become a part of the                
media shift towards visibility and accurate representation of the queer comunity in Russia.  
My plan is to partner with ​O-zine , an independent publication about Russian LGBTQ+ culture.              14
O-zine's INSTAGRAM is a celebratory space for the community, and an educational platform             
that has over forty two thousand followers. My hope is to make Article 6.21 ​available online and                 
spread the word through platforms like O-zine and Vidimost to reach a wide audience and help                
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